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different to undergraduates (novices) in that undergraduates
don't lmow what they like or dislike while postgraduates

economically viable, the inøkeof sardents willbe high, and
unsustainable. There is also the danger that sü¡dents who
cannot handle the cou¡se will be en¡olled. If these sU¡dents

happen it is often not the best graduates who stay O do
research and subsequently fo teach.

Like the monasteries before them the universities
cannot survive without the support of the local population.
This doesn't just mean that tt¡e business community has ßo
express its support. It meå¡ìs that the profession must give the
course time, efføt, expertise and frrnancial support. If the
profession provides the food, clothing, shelter, wine,labou,
noviciate, staff etc. then ttre universities, like any good
Order, will offer the possibility of a place in heaven .....if
even more support is provided in the future.

The final requirement for a Facilities lvlanagernent
course to be successful is a blessing. More correctly, it
requires more than one blessing. The univenity must give its

blessing and a faculty must also give is blessing. Often a

are uually loca¡ed in Architectr¡re and Design deparrnens
rather than in lvlanagement departments. This iõ a mixed
blessing because, although many of the requirements for a
successful Facilitias Management course are represented in
such departments they often have poø research ouEuß and
a management ethos is ofæn missing.

The Department of A¡chitectural and Design Science
is planning to start a postgraduate degree in Facilities Ma¡r-
agement in 1993. We feel conhdent that it has all the
requirements, outlined above, to be successful but it also
needs the good word to be spread (as & other Facilities
lvfanagement courses) írmongst the architecn¡re, engineer-
ing and building pofessions and it needs help and visitors
from other institutions so that it can grow in sEength with tlre
fledgling Facilities Management profession. In the final
analysis however the srrccess or failure of Fæilities llanage-
ment will depend on the abilities and personalities of ¡hose
working in the profession.

Fergus Fricke,
Head of the Departnunt of Architectural

and Design Scicnce
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Studies on the Efïect of Mean Wind Speed
Profile on Rate of Air FIow Through

C ross-Ventilated Enclosures

fshwar Chand, P.K.Bhargava, V"K.Sharma and N.L.V.Krishak

Central Building Research Institute, Roorkee; India

TIte paper discrrs$?s wind tunnel studíes on tlv fiect of the nùeon speed profile of tle on-blowing wind on
tlrc rate of air flow through cross ventilated enclosures. Thc mèan wínd speed profiles represented by a
sîmple power law, wíth exponents ranging between 0 .12 and 0 .4 , were generated ín the test sectíon of thc
tunnel. A rnodel of a room was exposed to variow wind profiles , ard corresponding rates of air flow were
measured. It was observed that (Nerage wind speed through thc wittdow decreøses with an increase in tlrc
power-law exponcnt. An empirical rebrtorchip was also d¿ríved between tlw power-law exponent, the
atterage wind speed through the inlet and tlu average outdoor wínd speed øt the wínfuw larcl.

llltiùr¡cd c¡dquç¡; Wi¡d ¡É

Introduction
hovision of ample natural ventilation is an important con-

sideration in ttre design of buildings in the ropics- Hence
studies pertaining to the mechanism of air flow through
buildings and of the various parameters goveming air motion
indoors have bsen canÌed out by several invdstiganrs tl-71 in
the pæt. These studies yielded design guidelines for the
optimum indoor utilisation of outdoø wind: These a¡e useful
for developing a functionally efficient and energy conscious
design of buildings. The investigätions were mostly devoted
to quntitative sn¡dies of the influence of basic a¡chitecn¡ral
feau¡res like orienøtion, wiñddw sizes, thei¡ number and
location, plan foim of buildings etc: on inducing air motion in
tlC inærior of buildiirgs.

However, the mean speed pmofile of the incident wind was
not coveredin these investigations, even thurgh it is also an

of the building, which necessarily is not identicål in all
siûrations,, it is pertíriênt to surdy this aspect also. These
findíngs would supplement the existing destgn datS and leád '
to thoir wider application. Tlp present invesiígätion wæ
carried out tvith ¡his in view and an empirical relationstrip

f cr¡t

between the rates of air flow through buildings urd the pover-
law exponent defining the mean wind-sp€ed profile over
common tlpes of terrain wæ evolved.

Wind Speed Profïle on Various Tlpes of
Terrains

Va¡ious elernents like rees shn¡bs, buildings eæ. projecting.
above the ea¡th's surfæe make it uneven and aerodynamicaliy
rough. These cause a frictional fqce o be exerted between ¡he
earth's surface and the wind flowing thereon. As aresult the 

'

layer of air adjacent o the ground loses momentum. The
viscous and eddy stresses in theair ra¡rsmitthe frictional fqce
to tlre ouær layers, crcating thereby a velocity gradient inrhe
wind flowingove¡the earth's surfæe. Thê heightabove which
the friction from the earth's surface no longer affects ¡he

height,an
velocity.
llows the

repreænted by the expression

c
t4
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where \ = Wind velocity at a height Z frqn tho ground "
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V. = Free stream gradient wind velocity
Z I Gradient height

c is an expofient whose value depends upon the roughrnss of
the ærrain Crabb 1)t81.

Description of terrain o z, (meres)

1. Open terrain (qpicål farm land W
with few trees)

2.Subu¡ban terrain (with building from U4.5
10 !o 15 metre high or wooded areas)

3. Meropolian areas (Cenues of large lß
cities wi¡h tall buildings)

275

400

4û

Itis worth mentioning that the power law has no theoretical
jrstificæion.It fits in the upperregion of Ekman's layer, and
the frfing becomes poorer near !o the gound where a log law
model is regarded as more accuate. In spite of these shoræom-
ings the power law is extensively used, because of its simplic-
ity, for describing tt¡e wind velocity gradient over different
tlAes of Serrain.

Theoretical C onsiderations
Cross ventilated enclosures are provided with large size

windows to facilitate the exchange of indoor air by fresh
outdoor air without the aid of mechanical c elecrical power.
In thatc¿se windprovides the motive force forpropagation of
air su,eams indoors. \ilhen wind strikes a building, a region of
excess pressure is created on the windward wall, while the
sides, leeward wall and roof a¡e all subjecæd to reduced
pressure. A pessure difference is thereby creâted across the
building in the direction of the incident wind. This pressure
difference causes ¡he air to flow ttuough the building from
openings in the region of higher pressure to openings located
in the lower pressure zone. Hence all those parameters, which
inlluence disribution of wind pressure over building surfaces,
have a bearing on the rate ofair flow through buildings.

Wind velocity is one of these pararnetoß, and a tnical
illustration of its effect on the disributiør of pressure coefñ-
cients on the windward face of a bluff body is depicted t9l in
Fig.l. Ttrc variation in pressure disribution is a consequence
of the change produced in the flow pat¡erns a¡or¡nd the bluff

body due !o a change in ¡l¡e incident wind profile. When
the wind incident on a building has a uniform profile, the
wind passes atop the front face, and maximum pre{¡sure
equal to the incident dynamic pre{¡sure is creaæd æ the
ground in the centne of the face.

In the case of wind having a speedp'rofile simila¡ to the
aunospheric boundary layer, the flow at about two-
thirds to ttree-quarærs of the building height comes o
rest to form a stag¡untpoint Above this point the flow
goes up and over the op of the building. Below this point
the flow moves downwa¡d until it reaches the ground,
where it possesses mor€ momenûrm than the incident
wind at that level. It tl¡erefore moves against the on-
blowing wind and comes to rest at some point on the
upstream side of the building, when the flow rolls

vortex in front of tl¡e windwa¡d face. Theupwards andforms a
formation of this vortex conributes signiFrcantly to tlre devel-
opment of a difference in pressure disribution patæms on a
wall due to its exposure to \ilind having different Spes of speed
profiles.

The air entering the vortex escapes a¡ound the sides of tl¡e
building forming a horseshoe pattern. Thus the flow over the
lower two-thi¡ds of the sidewalls is fasær than the free wind
speed at that level. The flow over the op third of the sides is
not changed by a change in the velocity profile. Furtlrcr, the
vertical mixing caused by the vortex tends to make the flow
more uniform vertically on the sides. As aresult, the vertical
variation in pressure is generally small.

The leewa¡dsideis subjecædto negæivepressure which has
a maximum negative value near the ûop of ttre wall and
diminishes slowly towards the ground. The pressure becomes
less neguive, but iß disribution pattern remains unchanged
tlOl by an increase in the non-unifun¡ity of the proFrle of the
incident wind.

The aforesaid observations refer to solid blocks, and a¡e
subþæd o a significant change when large size openings are
provided on the walls. In that case a part of the incident wind

Table 1
Values of cr and zI
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Fígure L Distribuion of pressure coeficien on tle windwardface of a bluff body
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sEikes on the window and terids to flow sraight through it,
while the windircidentonthe solidpation of the wall ænds
to get deflected in the above¡nentioned mann€r. The interac-
tion of these two flows contnols the raæ of airflow through the
wir¡dow. The p'rocess of inærætion of flows is too complex to
be predicæd theoretically. Herrce an experimenal technique
was adqted for sudying this problan.

Experimental Setup
The investigations were ca¡ried out on a lß0 scale model of

a noom 4.2 x3.6 x 3m high. It was provided with identical
windows, each covering about 15 per cent of the floor area, in
the centre of the wo longer walls. T.þ sill heights of the
windows were kept 0.9m, whereas their heighs were 1.1m,
these being the qtimum dimensior¡s established by earlier
studies U l-121. A low spoed wind tunnel was used fa æsting
ttp model.

mechanical ransmission sysæm and by ¡trc adjusunentof the
vuiable piæh of the fan blsdes. Variation in the velocity
proñleof theairstream in the umnelis æcomplished through
various combinations of the thrce devices, namely the vstex
generaton¡, the grid of horizontal slats, and the roughening of
tþ floa of the test section.

Five equally spaced vortex generatoß eæh about lm high
are mounted rigidly on the u¡nnel floor behind the wi¡e mestt
scrþen¡ in the entry section. These are followed, on their
down-s¡eam side, by a grid made up of unequally spæed
horizqrøl slas. Ts,o preces of galvanised steel sheet, each
150 mm wide, 2mm. thick, ar¡d l.8m long, having half<ut
glooyes with cenue-tocenre qpacing of l0mm over their
entire length, are mounted abng the vertic¿l sides of the entry
section. Sla¡s canbe easily inserted intoorremoved from these
gr(x)ves, and spacing between thern can be va¡ied at will.

Small wæden blocks each 1 0 x l0 x lOrnm in size fi ued with

4.2m

6m

ENlR Y fESl CHAMðER

PLAN

Figure 2. Plan and elevøion of wínd unncl
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As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the tunnel is an open-circuit-
sucking-type tunnel about 14m in lengttr. It has an open
working section about 2.4m wide, l.8m high and 4.5m long,
surrounded by a test chamber 4.8m wide, 3.3m high and 6m
long. A heavy wooden able with its top flush with the level of
the entry section is placed centrally in the chamber. This acts
as a ground level for the models under tesL

Air in the u¡nnel is set in motion using a l.6m axial-flow fan
with variable-piæh blades. The fan is coupled to a 37kW
motor by belts and pulleys of th¡ee different diameters. The
wind speed in the test section is varied with a va¡iable-speed

headless nails aop them, ale used to deveþ.undulatior¡s on
the n¡nnel floor. By inserting the nails in thepieces of the hard-
board spread over a part of entry section and also over the test
table, the blækscan be arranged in any desired patærn without
being blown away by the wind during the operation of the
tunnel. Thus the floor roughness can be easily manipulated to
simulaæ the desired ground roughness.

For the present s¡¡dy an array of squares, eæh witl¡ l00mm
side, was drawn on the top of the wcking table, and wooden
blocks were mounted at each of the corners of the squares.
Thus the centne-to-cenre spacing between the blocks in the

ÎEST SECÍION
€
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Figure 3.Internal view of wind tutnel

direction of wind, and also in the cross-wind di¡ection, was
keptequal to lOomm. TÏ¡e slats usednearthebottom of the grid
were thicker and mounted in the successive grooves, while
thinner slats were used higher up, leaving a varying number of
grooves vacant at differcnt heighs above the floor. Thus the
clear spacing between two adþcent slats was a minimum near
the floor, and a maximum near the Op of the æst section. The
variation in the position of the slats conu'ibuæd significandy
ûo the deveþment of different velocity profiles in ttp air
stream in the æst section of the ¡¡nnel.

For a quantitative measurement of these profiles, windspeeds
were measu¡ed along vertical lines passing through the axis of
tt¡e unnel at lm, l.5m and l.8m down-stream from the grid.

d:0'34 a=O.22

Measurements y/ere
c¿rried out with ttre help
of a constant-current
hot-wire anemometer
having a measuring
range fronr 0 o l0 m/
sec with an æcuræy of
t3 Vo.Windvelocities
wer€ measued right at
the op of the test table,
and subsequently up-
wards by raising the
probe in sæps of l0mm
till a constant velocity
was achieved. A plot of
a few of the profiles is
depicted in Fig 4.

It is found that the
power-law exponent
re,presenting these po-
Frles lay between 0.12
af¡d 0.4, corresponding
o the simulation of the
gradients occurring
over various types of
terrain ranging from

sites in open country to the heaf of urban areas. The model
under test was mounted on the u¡nnel floor, so that the centre
of its windward wall coincided with or¡e of tlp lines over
which the free wind velocity gradients were deærmined. The
speed of the wind enæring through the window was measured
at five uniformly spaced points, located cennally along the
height of ihe window. Similar measruements were also taken,
by plæing the model in other positions, for which the wir¡d-
profilæ werepredetermined" In each case the average speed of
the wind through the window, as also tlre average fr€€ wind
speed over the height the of inlet, were determined, and the
ratios of the two were compuæd. The variation of this ratio
with the power-law exporient is depicted in Fig 5.

a<: 0.17 o1,=O.12
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Figure 4. Free steamvelocity profiles.
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Figure 5. Effect of velociry gradienl onwind speed tlvoughwindow

It is noted that the values of Vr/V. for buildings
læatedon suburüan and uban sites a¡eabout9Oper
centand S0percentrespectively of the value achiev-
able in the case of a building exposed ûo wind
irpident from a siæ in ttre open country. Since the
free $,ind speed at window level available at open
sites is reduced to about two thi¡ds in suburban
regions, and to about one-third in the heart of big
cities, the wind velocities through windows are
reduced proportionately. Accordingly the average
wind speed ttnough the windows of cross-ventilated
buildings in suburban and urban areås are resp€c-
tively about 60 and 30 percent of the speed that
would have been ir¡duced if same building was
læated in qen country.

Discussion
An experimental snrdy was undertaken on the

effect of the mean-speed prof¡le of free or¡tdoor wind
on the rate of ai¡ flow induced in a cross-ventilated
enclosure. An empirical relationship was then de-
rived betwee¡l the power-law exponent representing
the mear¡ wind-spe€d profile and the average wind
speed through the window, expressed as a fraction of
the average outdoor wind speed over the plane of the

window. This farnula is applicable for the range of wind-
speed profiles obsen ed over sites in the open country, subur-
ban areas and urban areas. Hence it helps to enlarge the scope
of applicationof variouea¡lier so¡dies on window design, for
natural ventilation in the tropics. The study makes use of the
power-law model fordescribing the mean wind-speed prof,rle.
Tle choice of the model is justifiedbecause of its simplicity,
and is cunentwidespread use in wind engineering. Howeyer,
in the region close to the ground the log law is regarded as a
more æcurate model. Hence a similar surdy using the log law
model is prqosed for fuure research.

Conclusions
1. The average wind velocity through the windows of a

cross-ventilaæd building does notbear a constantratio
to the conesponding freeoutdoor velæity at ttre window
level. The ratio decreases with an increase in the value of
the power-law exponent defining the speed profile in the
on-blowing wind. However, the reduction due to a
change in terrain from open siæs to the heartof thecities
is limited o 20 per cent.

2. Forevalr¡ation andprediction of the functional efficiency
of buildingspnovidedwith nau¡¡al ventilation, the speed
of wir¡dflow rhrough a window can be expressed as a
fraction of tte free wind-speed at the window level,
without inrodrrcing prætically significant errors in the
results due to a variation in the type of ærrain.

3.The raæ of wind flow in buildings located in suburban
and urban area¡¡ are 60 per cent and 30 per cent respec-
tively of the raæ of air flow that would be induced in a
similar building located on an open sife.
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It is noæd that the raæ of air flow tkough a cross-ventiliated
enclosure deheases with an increasein the valueof thepower-
law exponenL This va¡iation may be represented by the
equation,

vi 
=k (r - 0.820)

vo
where \ = Average wind speed through the window
V" = Average free wind speed over the window
c= Power law exponent,

k is aconstantwhich takes into account theeffectof the shapes
ar¡d relative sizes of openings.

The value of k fq different shapes of orpening is deærmined
experimenally by measuring the values of V, and V. for a
known value of the power-law exponent. However, for simple
rectangular openings, an approximaæ value of k may also be
determined using the relationship,

k = 1.1 (r + (n¡ / A"PÌ0.5
where A. and 4 are the sizes of inlet and outlet respectively.

This makes it possible to work out dâta on the ventilation
performance of windows for various t¡pes of terrain from
existing data, which usually refer only to typical types of
terrain.

It is inæresting to compare the ventilation efficierrcy of
buildings of similar desþ, but located on different types of
terrain. Daa for powerJaw exponents ln, V4.5 and l/3 are
given in Table 2.

Table 2.
Values of Vr/V. for different types of ærrain

Type of terrain ct v./v"
Open counfy
Subu¡ban
Urban

LN
u4.s
Tß

U.EÜ K
0.82 k
0.73 k

t:

{
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Low Cost Alternatives to Mineral Fibres for
Acoustic Insulation in Plasterboard Walls

P. P. Narang

Commonwealth S cientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)
Division of Building, Construction and Engineering (DBCE), Norttr Ryde, NSW

The acoustic perforrnance of stud-frarned líghtweíght partition walls is strongly affected by tle presence
or absence of sound-absorbing materials inthe cavity.Fíbreglass, a cotwnonly wed cartiry absorbent, has
come under criticism over potentíal adverse lwalth fiects owing to íts fibrous tutture. This paper
ínvesrtgates som¿ low cost alternatives that might be usedfor providing cwity absorption in such walls
andyet offer soundinsulationsimilar to tlwt achievedby usingfibreglass. Aminitrumimprovementíntlu
STC ratíng of 4 pointswas observedby usíng dífferent caviry absorbents,wíthsorne options offering STC
ratings símilar to those achíeved wíth conventional fibreglass. The fiect of údíng an exta layer of
plasterboard with a corresponding equivøIent reductíon in tln stud width was also studied.

Introduction
Sound insulation of various building elements such as walls

and floors is a facor thatrequires ca¡efulconsideration during
' ttrc design of buildings. The Building Code of Ausralia [Ref.
: 1l incorporates sound transmission class (STC) as a criterion
tó ensure minimum acoustical privacy is available to occu-
pants of different unis. In many instances, a¡chitects specify
the sound transmission pennissible through partition walls or
facades of commercial and industial buildings.If lightweight
framed construction is o be used, do¡rbleJeaf configuration is
the prefened choice as it can yield higher sound insulæion
than an equivalent single-leaf form of constnrction.

For many commercial buildings, lightweight partitio,n sys-
tems are used which consist of a steel frame (in the form of
steel sn¡ds and channels) with a layer or layers of plasterboard
screwed on both sides. To fr¡rther improve the acoustic per-
formance of such constructions, extra insulation in the form of
mineral fibre is inseræd in the cavity between the two leaves.
This is beneficial ftom a thermal point of view as well because
of the excellent thermal resistance of mineral fihe batß and
blankes. The single-number STC rating is commonly used to
ct¡a¡acterise the sound insulation of partition walls [Ref. 2].
Generally walls with an STC rating of 45 and higher are
regarded as suitable for many situations in buildings. Results

cif sou¡rd transmission loss tests indicaæ that t)"ical plasær-
board walls with a single skin on both sides and with unfrlled
cavities, do not æhieve the minimum STC of 45 but do so with
ttp addition of mineral fih,c in the cavity.

Because of known trealth risks involved in working with
asbestos, workers at building and constuction siæs have
expressed corrcern about adverse health effecs from working
witl¡ fibrous materials such as mineral fibres. Becar¡se of this
concern, a natiorul code of prætice for the safe use of
synthetic mineral fibres [Ref. 3] has been prepared by the
Natioml Occupational Health and Safety Commission. The
Commission has declarcd that a time weighted average expo-
surelimitbe s€tnotto exceed 0.5 respirable fibres permilliline
of air. In ddition, a secondary exposufe of 2 mg/m3 of
inspirable dust is aplied in cerain sin¡ations o minimise
respiratory træt irriøtion. The code also recommends the use
of half-face respiraon (Clâss L or M) during work in enclosed
orpoorly ventilatetl spaces.It has been suggesæd that, due 1o

tlpir much higher average fibre size, mineral fibres, such as
frbregLass, differ frorn asbestos in the l¡ealth risfs posed.

In view of the potential indusfial conflict over tl¡e use of
fibreglass-type materials, it is vah¡able ûo investigate other
maærials and options that could be utilised in plastaboard
walls without sigrrificantly lowering the target STC rating of
45. As fibreglass canbe manufactr¡redfairly cheaply inbauor
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